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Abstract 
The main purpose of this article is the land valuation in Romania. In this respect, methods of land valuation, presentation of 
the comparison method of land valuation, challenges and application difficulties of this method in Romania are described. 
Also, starting with the idea according to which the greatest impediment of implementation of the comparison method of 
land valuation in Romania is the missing of a general data base concerning the information about the similar and recent real 
properties transactions (necessary for the land valuation) and missing of the access to this kind of information, as a 
consequence. The paper presents few personal ideas regarding effective solutions in order to solve up these challenges. 
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1. Introduction 
The main purpose of this article is the land valuation in Romania. In this respect, methods of land valuation, 
presentation of the comparison method of land valuation, challenges and application difficulties of this method 
in Romania are described. Also, starting with the idea according to which the greatest impediment of 
implementation of the comparison method of land valuation in Romania is the missing of a general data base 
concerning the information about the similar and recent real properties transactions (necessary for the land 
valuation) and missing of the access to this kind of information, as a consequence. The paper presents few 
personal ideas regarding effective solutions in order to solve up these challenges, namely: the creation of a GIS 
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database integrated in a GIS application for the land valuation which would facilitate the implementation and 
mitigate the problems presented above (through the functions provided by a GIS system) and would come to 
help the valuer.   
2. Land Valuation in Romania 
The IVS 230 Standard Real Property Interests (which became effective starting with the 1st of January 2012) 
states that all of the three main approaches for valuation, detailed in IVS Framework, may be be applied for the 
valuation of the real property interests.  
The IVS Standards Framework, defines and describes the three main valuation approaches, which are (IVS, 
2011): 
• The cost approach (or asset approach- in case of company valuation) provides an indication of value using 
an economic principle that a buyer will pay no more for an asset than the cost to obtain an asset of equal 
utility, whether by purchase or by construction (IVS Framework, paragraph 63). 
• The market approach provides an indication of value by comparing the subject asset with identical or similar 
assets for which price information is available (IVS Framework, paragraph 57). 
• The income approach provides an indication of value by converting future cash flows to a single current 
capital value (IVS Framework, paragraph 59). 
Moreover, as according to IVS 2011, the real property means the land, but also all the elements which belong 
to this, for instance, trees and minerals, the elements which were attached to the land, such as buildings and 
constructions placed on the area together with all the elements permanently annexed to the buildings, e.g. the 
mechanical and electrical utilities which assure the active operation of a building, placed in the basement and 
on the soul surface, as well.   
Therefore, real property valuation means either valuation of a free land (unarranged or vacant) and the 
valuation of a land on which facilities and / or constructions are located. 
The Methodological Guide of Valuation ANEVAR, GME 1 presents and explains the six accepted methods 
of land valuation, which are just derivations of the three traditional approaches of value of any type of real 
property, namely the approach by market, approach by income and approach by cost. These are: 
• Direct comparison; 
• Extraction out of the market; 
• Allocation; 
• Residual technique; 
• Direct capitalization of rent / lease land (rent); 
• Analysis of the Discounted Cash Flow - analysis of parceling and development. 
2.1. Literature overview regarding direct comparison method 
Observing the similarities of the opinions regarding the description of direct comparison method in land 
valuation is interesting. In this respect, the Guidelines for Valuation - T. Land Valuation  ANEVAR states: 
• Direct comparison is the most frequently used and preferred method of land valuation, considering the 
requirement that sufficient information about similar lands sales from the same market area are available. 
In addition GME 1 - Land Valuation  presents GME 1,  p. 28:   
... the valuer shall use only identifiable land transactions or offers in the valuation report, as comparable 
properties. 
 Moreover, professor Bircea argues: to ensure the relevance of this method, the valuer shall have detailed 
information database regarding the prices and the features of the sold lands, as well as the ones offered for sale 
I. Bircea, 2009.  
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Other authors assert that direct comparison method is the most common and preferred method when  
information regarding comparable transactions are available. In order to assess the value of a land the valuer 
shall dispose of data concerning the current sales and rents, as well as offers, databases, etc. V. Robu et al., 
course in digital format. This method is also used as a quick valuation method. L. Savu, 
2008.  
In Romania, the main challenge with regard to valuation is the lack of access to information about traded 
properties. This information are not for public access, and it is basically impossible to find out who, what and 
how has been valuated another property, so that you can compare a valuation made in the past with one made 
in the present I. Fechita, 2009.  
Analyzing the mentioned above two main conclusions regarding the use of direct comparison method in 
land valuation, can be drawed out which are also accepted by the scientific literature and by the practitioners as 
well: 
• Land valuation by means of direct comparison method is the most frequent applied method, being generally 
preferred by the majority of the valuers, considering that available and consistent information regarding the 
transaction of the similar real properties in the same area and of which price is well known is a mandatory 
requirement.  
• In Romania, this method is difficult to be implemented for land valuation due to missing of the access to 
information regarding sales and purchases of land and market offers, as well. Because of this impediment 
each valuer is forced to apply another method. 
2.2. Description of direct comparison method in land valuation. 
The direct comparison method is classified as valuations market approach. According to paragraph 57 of 
IVS - The General Framework, the Market approach is defined as: in order to arrive at the value based on the 
market approach, the subject asset is compared with identical or similar assets, for which price information is 
available. Further, the main elements of this approach are indicated, namely: 
• To consider the prices for transactions of identical or similar assets that have occurred recently in the 
market; 
• If few recent transactions have occurred, it may also be appropriate to consider the prices of identical or 
similar assets that are listed or offered for sale provided the relevance of this information is clearly 
established and critically analysed; 
•  It may be necessary to adjust the price information from other transactions to reflect any differences in the 
terms of the actual transactions and the basis of value and any assumptions to be adopted in the valuation 
being undertaken. There may also be differences in the legal, economic or physical characteristics of the 
assets in other transactions and the asset being valued. 
Further the phases of the direct comparison method in land valuation are detailed through a logical scheme. 
(See fig. no 1.) - own projection according to GME 1 Land Valuation ANEVAR, 2012. 
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Fig. 1. Logical scheme - The direct comparison method. Own projection according to GME 1 Land Valuation (ANEVAR, 2012). 
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3. About GIS 
A geographic information system (GIS) integrates hardware, software, and data for capturing, managing, 
analyzing, and displaying all forms of geographically referenced information. Also, GIS allows us to view, 
understand, question, interpret, and visualize data in many ways that reveal relationships, patterns, and trends in 
the form of maps, globes, reports, and charts (www.esri.com). 
Various issues related to definitions, applicability, data acquisition, facilities with respect to GIS systems 
been treated in a previous study see  Deac et. al., 2010. 
Each layer in GIS contains two types of information: an information of graphical type (spatial) and other as 
database Albrecht, 2007. 
Spatial data represent the position and shape of terrestrial objects (phenomena) using 3 graphical entities: 
points, lines, polygons. Descriptive data represent information about terrestrial objects (phenomena) placed on 
a map using: attributes (questions) and values of attributes (answers)  Petrescu, 2007.  
4. Body of the paper 
Designing of a data base at country level, through implementing GIS technology would solve up an 
important rate of difficulties occurred at lands valuation by comparison method. Further, the necessity of this 
system as support of lands valuation by comparison method, will be argued.  
• Firstly, this application is considered to be implemented under the tutelage of UNEAR (ANEVAR) and has 
to permit access of every single member valuer, in order to upload every completed valuation, not limited by 
area, city, price or other features.  
• Moreover, all relevant and reliable data generated by real property market related to lands transactions and 
offers should be uploaded to database; as a consequence, three different thematic levels can be drew: 
valuated lands, traded lands and offered lands. A part of GIS database is presented below (fig no 2):       
 
Fig. 2. A part of GIS database – example. Own projection. 
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• The GIS system principally performs automatical geographical analyses by the means of computer. The 
valuer has to use a map for localizing the comparable lands. Any GIS application starts from the basic 
topographical plan, namely phisical map along with primar descriptive data. For creating of GIS, the spatial 
data base will be originated starting with the Romanian topographical map, with cadastral elements. This 
map would be proper for GIS application, but in order to have a detalied view, google earth map could also 
be used. Therefore, the valuer would save significant time for searching the comparable lands, would be able 
to recognize locations by a simple map view. Figure no 3 presents a region of topographical map of Tirgu-
Mures town generated by Autocad. Comparable lands (marked with A, B, C) and land in scope (marked 
with V) can be observed; streets, properties limits, green areas marked with different colors can also be 
viewed. This evidentiation was applied in order to subliniate the different layers structure of these entities. 
This CAD type folder will be consequently imported to GIS system database in order to value the land.   
• The valuer has to use the trades in the market or to find the offers in the market. A GIS system is able to 
integrate all data by means of a single application. Each valuer who have performed a valuation can upload 
that valuation to this program; finally, a map of the valuated lands would be obtained, which would be 
available to be accessed for further comparisons. Also, the descriptive data would be attached to the 
elements in scope which are graphically drew on map. The descriptive database is complemented by data 
obtained from reliable trades in the market from other valuations and from sale- purchase offers, as well. 
The data have to be accessible to the user straight from the digital map. As template, a detailed table is  
 
Fig. 3. Region of Topographical map of Tirgu-Mures town generated by AutoCAD, containing comparable 
lands A, B,C and land in scope V – Own Projection 
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• presented below (table number 1). This describes the land particularities which are displayed on map. By 
accessing the land in scope, GIS will return a consistent file of the land which contains all the features 
required by the valuation international standards and by the GME1, as well. Therefore, the valuer is not 
constrained anymore to work with calculation sheets, because GIS will supply all information related to a 
specific land. Also, this facility will not absolve the valuer to move to the actual land in order to check the 
land appearance.  
Table 1. Characteristics of  land 
No. Simbol Data type Lenght Explanations 
1 Land_type Character 15 Traded,  offered, valuated 
2 Address Character 30 Property address  
3 Trade date Date 10 Trade date 
4 Area_sm Numeric 10 Land size (sm) 
5 P_ sale_euro_sm  Numeric 10 Unitary sale price 
6 Transmitted property right  Character 7 Transmitted property right  
7 Funding requirements Character 20 Funding requirements   
8 Sale requirements  Character 20 Sale requirements  
9 Legal constrictions   Character 30 Legal constrictions  
10 Localization, orientation Character 30 Localization, orientation  
11 Utilities  Character 30 Utilities in the neighborhood  
12 Neighborhoods  Character 20 Neighborhood  
13 Access to property Character 15 Access to property  
 
• The figure number 4 presents a view method of the topographical map, the comparable land A to which 
descriptive data have been attached.  
• GIS supplies a convenient analytical element - database searching, by means of which tabular or graphical 
reports can be generated. As a result, the valuer can generate various reports or graphics. For instance, a 
report generated by a thematic map which encloses the traded lands price average in euro/ sm for a period of 
a year.       
5. Conclusions 
As it is concluded above, the direct comparison method applied in lands valuation is the most usual and 
preferred method, considering the absolute prerequisite that the valuer disposes of consistent information 
regarding similar real property trades, of which price is known and the land is located in the same area. 
But in Romania the valuer often cannot implement this method for land valuation due to several 
inconveniences concerning the access to the necessary information. Therefore, an informatical system which 
has the capability to collect together all data necessary for valuation of a specific land, and meanwhile to 
perform correlations between land features and market prices, and transfering them to a map, would be truly 
salutary for valuators. I do consider that a program consolidated only on a data base would be too difficult and 
would mislead the valuator. It is well known that an image weighs as a thousand words, therefore, this image 
(the map) would successfully support the valuator for performing the right judgement. 
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Fig. 4. Region of Topographical map of Tirgu-Mures town generated by AutoCAD, containing comparable land A with descriptive data - 
Own Projection 
Moreover, the present paper is focused on lands valuation, but this proposed informatical system might be 
expanded for constructions valuations. 
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